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"You came into my life out of the Blue"

I never expected a friendship to 
 

I wrote lifespark many years ago searching for a pen pal. What 

I found was a great sincere friend in Claudia.

My name is Troy Davis and I have to admit, I never expected a 

friendship to develop between the two of us. Most people write 

to death row inmates out of pity or curiosity.

From the first letter, Claudia was sincere and open to get to 

know me as a person which I embraced. She has invited me into 

the Free World with her through each letter telling me about 

her travels around the world with 

We pray for each other, advise each other as well as encourage 

each other. When I read Claudia's letters it's like two 

friends talking over the phone who are free.

She has a loving and supportive husband, Martin and three 

beautiful sons they adore.

of the Blue because I was so used to people walking in and out 

of my life that I gave up on friends.

Yes, I eventually found several other friends along the way 

but that was because of my case and after people heard abo

my struggles they wanted to help. Claudia helps me to see that 

people don't have to come visit or live in the same state or 

country to develop friendships.

There is a saying, "A Family that prays together stays 

together". Well, that's true with friends 

need to meet Claudia in person to realize she's a great human 

being and a wonderful caring friend. If others are fortunate 

enough for lifespark to connect them with such a caring pen 

pal and friend as Claudia is, they should hold on becaus

friends are rare these days. Thanks Claudia for being such a 

great friend. 

Troy Davis, death row Georgia

 

 

 

Troy Davis was executed on September 21, 2011 after 20 years 

of fighting to prove his innocence. Troy was my pen pal for 

over 5 years. He became a very good friend. I will miss him. 
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"You came into my life out of the Blue"

I never expected a friendship to develop

I wrote lifespark many years ago searching for a pen pal. What 

I found was a great sincere friend in Claudia. 

My name is Troy Davis and I have to admit, I never expected a 

friendship to develop between the two of us. Most people write 

inmates out of pity or curiosity. 

From the first letter, Claudia was sincere and open to get to 

know me as a person which I embraced. She has invited me into 

the Free World with her through each letter telling me about 

her travels around the world with family. 

We pray for each other, advise each other as well as encourage 

each other. When I read Claudia's letters it's like two 

friends talking over the phone who are free. 

She has a loving and supportive husband, Martin and three 

beautiful sons they adore. My friendship with Claudia came out 

of the Blue because I was so used to people walking in and out 

of my life that I gave up on friends. 

Yes, I eventually found several other friends along the way 

but that was because of my case and after people heard abo

my struggles they wanted to help. Claudia helps me to see that 

people don't have to come visit or live in the same state or 

country to develop friendships. 

There is a saying, "A Family that prays together stays 

together". Well, that's true with friends as well. I don't 

need to meet Claudia in person to realize she's a great human 

being and a wonderful caring friend. If others are fortunate 

enough for lifespark to connect them with such a caring pen 

pal and friend as Claudia is, they should hold on becaus

friends are rare these days. Thanks Claudia for being such a 

Troy Davis, death row Georgia 

 
Troy Davis was executed on September 21, 2011 after 20 years 

of fighting to prove his innocence. Troy was my pen pal for 

over 5 years. He became a very good friend. I will miss him. 

Claudia Tramèr 

"You came into my life out of the Blue" 

develop 

I wrote lifespark many years ago searching for a pen pal. What 

My name is Troy Davis and I have to admit, I never expected a 

friendship to develop between the two of us. Most people write 

From the first letter, Claudia was sincere and open to get to 

know me as a person which I embraced. She has invited me into 

the Free World with her through each letter telling me about 

We pray for each other, advise each other as well as encourage 

each other. When I read Claudia's letters it's like two 

She has a loving and supportive husband, Martin and three 

My friendship with Claudia came out 

of the Blue because I was so used to people walking in and out 

Yes, I eventually found several other friends along the way 

but that was because of my case and after people heard about 

my struggles they wanted to help. Claudia helps me to see that 

people don't have to come visit or live in the same state or 

There is a saying, "A Family that prays together stays 

as well. I don't 

need to meet Claudia in person to realize she's a great human 

being and a wonderful caring friend. If others are fortunate 

enough for lifespark to connect them with such a caring pen 

pal and friend as Claudia is, they should hold on because true 

friends are rare these days. Thanks Claudia for being such a 

 

Troy Davis was executed on September 21, 2011 after 20 years 

of fighting to prove his innocence. Troy was my pen pal for 

over 5 years. He became a very good friend. I will miss him. 



You came into my life out of the blue

When a person goes to prison, there’s a certain shock factor that has them numb, at first. 
They have to overcome fears, and angers, and regrets.
If the person goes to death row, however, these feelings are all magnified and harrying. One 
has to try to adjust, mentally, in the knowledge of being a doomed individual, then adapt to 
the treatments presented to them by the facility and its workers.
Inside of the person’s thinking, it is chaos. In the heart it is a torn child who has overstepped 
boundaries that not even remorse can heal.
The person is now considered a monster by most of the public. They have been labelled a 
person who can not be re-habilitated, ever. And are to be treated from day #1 as less than 
human. A death row inmate is not listened to by the worker
never trusted. The label proves overly exaggerated as many family and friends desert, or 
abandon, their criminal kith, or kin.
The cell becomes one’s security and hell, together, and a loneliness delivers yet another 
blow to the person’s stress. They begin a period of hurt, and a strong distraught. The 
company around them seems bitter and loud. The noise is consuming. No rest is 
comfortable. The sleeping is miserable, for a few reasons. One, the bed is physically hard on 
the body. Another, because the mind is bogged by grief, and fret, and anger. Then the noise 
caps it as even if silence comes, the guards create loudness and disdain.
It’s a life created for punishment, and constantly so. It’s endurance of the sane, trying 
on to reason. It’s the life of a fool…
 

You came into my life out of the blue,
To treat me kindly and making me feel new.
I see that you care, and see me as a folk,

We write each other as friends, we talk and we joke.
If a lonely thought befalls us

The other is there to bring back some bliss.
The hope of joy, and peace, which escapes us from hell,

Comes to us by corresponding mail.

You came into my life out of the blue…
 

In Lifespark, the members who choose to write an inmate may not hear it often enough, but 
you are very appreciated, and valued. At times we in death row may seem to take you for 
granted, but it’s actually a manner of trust, as we are comfortable knowing you care. Believe 
it or not, many of you have replaced friends or family in our lives. Some are even considered 
the inmate’s best friend. Those who travel across the ocean to visit an inmate are ultimately 
kind hearted and much respected. There are very few words that can describe e
that means to us, but it’s a high honour, and one day in the chamber, that visitor may 
possibly be the last face the inmate sees, as the life departs from its ghost… So, one word 
could be peerless, and another angelic, but one thing’s for sure,
you’re a true friend… 
 
John S. Gardner 999516, Texas
July 1, 2011 Noon – for lifeshare 
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Howdy! 
You came into my life out of the blue 

 
person goes to prison, there’s a certain shock factor that has them numb, at first. 

They have to overcome fears, and angers, and regrets. 
If the person goes to death row, however, these feelings are all magnified and harrying. One 

tally, in the knowledge of being a doomed individual, then adapt to 
the treatments presented to them by the facility and its workers. 
Inside of the person’s thinking, it is chaos. In the heart it is a torn child who has overstepped 

remorse can heal. 
The person is now considered a monster by most of the public. They have been labelled a 

habilitated, ever. And are to be treated from day #1 as less than 
human. A death row inmate is not listened to by the workers of the facility, because they are 
never trusted. The label proves overly exaggerated as many family and friends desert, or 
abandon, their criminal kith, or kin. 
The cell becomes one’s security and hell, together, and a loneliness delivers yet another 

w to the person’s stress. They begin a period of hurt, and a strong distraught. The 
company around them seems bitter and loud. The noise is consuming. No rest is 
comfortable. The sleeping is miserable, for a few reasons. One, the bed is physically hard on 
the body. Another, because the mind is bogged by grief, and fret, and anger. Then the noise 
caps it as even if silence comes, the guards create loudness and disdain. 
It’s a life created for punishment, and constantly so. It’s endurance of the sane, trying 
on to reason. It’s the life of a fool… 

You came into my life out of the blue, 
To treat me kindly and making me feel new. 
I see that you care, and see me as a folk, 

We write each other as friends, we talk and we joke. 
If a lonely thought befalls us and keeps us amiss, 

The other is there to bring back some bliss. 
The hope of joy, and peace, which escapes us from hell,

Comes to us by corresponding mail. 
In our hearts the songs are true, 

You came into my life out of the blue… 

who choose to write an inmate may not hear it often enough, but 
you are very appreciated, and valued. At times we in death row may seem to take you for 
granted, but it’s actually a manner of trust, as we are comfortable knowing you care. Believe 

, many of you have replaced friends or family in our lives. Some are even considered 
the inmate’s best friend. Those who travel across the ocean to visit an inmate are ultimately 
kind hearted and much respected. There are very few words that can describe e
that means to us, but it’s a high honour, and one day in the chamber, that visitor may 
possibly be the last face the inmate sees, as the life departs from its ghost… So, one word 
could be peerless, and another angelic, but one thing’s for sure, you’re not just a pen

John S. Gardner 999516, Texas 

for lifeshare – 

 

person goes to prison, there’s a certain shock factor that has them numb, at first. 

If the person goes to death row, however, these feelings are all magnified and harrying. One 
tally, in the knowledge of being a doomed individual, then adapt to 

Inside of the person’s thinking, it is chaos. In the heart it is a torn child who has overstepped 

The person is now considered a monster by most of the public. They have been labelled a 
habilitated, ever. And are to be treated from day #1 as less than 

s of the facility, because they are 
never trusted. The label proves overly exaggerated as many family and friends desert, or 

The cell becomes one’s security and hell, together, and a loneliness delivers yet another 
w to the person’s stress. They begin a period of hurt, and a strong distraught. The 

company around them seems bitter and loud. The noise is consuming. No rest is 
comfortable. The sleeping is miserable, for a few reasons. One, the bed is physically hard on 
the body. Another, because the mind is bogged by grief, and fret, and anger. Then the noise 

 
It’s a life created for punishment, and constantly so. It’s endurance of the sane, trying to hang 

The hope of joy, and peace, which escapes us from hell, 

who choose to write an inmate may not hear it often enough, but 
you are very appreciated, and valued. At times we in death row may seem to take you for 
granted, but it’s actually a manner of trust, as we are comfortable knowing you care. Believe 

, many of you have replaced friends or family in our lives. Some are even considered 
the inmate’s best friend. Those who travel across the ocean to visit an inmate are ultimately 
kind hearted and much respected. There are very few words that can describe exactly what 
that means to us, but it’s a high honour, and one day in the chamber, that visitor may 
possibly be the last face the inmate sees, as the life departs from its ghost… So, one word 

you’re not just a pen-pal, 

 



 “You came into my life out of the blue!”
Her words keep me going

 
One day in late 2009, I sat here in my 10x8 cell on Tx. Death Row.
At mail call the officer comes to my door and says “Ochoa, you got mail, what’s your 
number?” 
Full of excitement I give him my number, and he hands me an envelope. I open it with a 
smile on my face. ☺ 
A young lady far away writes me for the first time and in
like to be my pen-pal. 
I say to myself, “Awesome!” and then I notice that she didn’t send her address.
So I’m thinking, “I’d really like to write this young lady.”
Two days go by and she’s re-reading that 1
send me her address, and proceeds to send it to me.
Yeah, that’s how our friendship started. A little excitement and humor right away. 
 
Around November 2011 will be 2 years that we’ve been friends, and God Willing, ma
to come. 
My young lady friend is a caring, understanding, and compassionate person.
She’s never been judgmental to me, as to why I’m on Death Row. She has accepted me 
solely on the basis that I am a “human being”. She responds or comments on all my
Whether they were written at a time I was “mentally depressed” or “mentally positive”, she 
always responds. 
Her pictures, letters, and friendship, bring hope and light to me, in this dark and negative 
place that surrounds me. 
Her words of encouragement are as gas is to a car. They keep me going.
As water gives life to plants, her friendship gives life to me. As the sun gives light to this 
world, her pictures give light to my world.
There’s a saying that says “Two are better than one, because they 
their labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his companion. But woe to him who is alone when 
he falls, for he has no one to help him up.”
 
My young lady friend has fulfilled this saying, for when I have fallen, she has lifted me u
My pretty lady friend definitely came out of the blue. 
 
State: Texas 
# yrs. on DR: 8 
Name: Abel R. Ochoa 
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“You came into my life out of the blue!”
Her words keep me going 

One day in late 2009, I sat here in my 10x8 cell on Tx. Death Row. 
mail call the officer comes to my door and says “Ochoa, you got mail, what’s your 

Full of excitement I give him my number, and he hands me an envelope. I open it with a 

A young lady far away writes me for the first time and introduces herself, and says she would 

I say to myself, “Awesome!” and then I notice that she didn’t send her address.
So I’m thinking, “I’d really like to write this young lady.” 

reading that 1st letter she sent me and notices that she didn’t 
send me her address, and proceeds to send it to me. 
Yeah, that’s how our friendship started. A little excitement and humor right away. 

Around November 2011 will be 2 years that we’ve been friends, and God Willing, ma

My young lady friend is a caring, understanding, and compassionate person.
She’s never been judgmental to me, as to why I’m on Death Row. She has accepted me 
solely on the basis that I am a “human being”. She responds or comments on all my
Whether they were written at a time I was “mentally depressed” or “mentally positive”, she 

Her pictures, letters, and friendship, bring hope and light to me, in this dark and negative 

gement are as gas is to a car. They keep me going. 
As water gives life to plants, her friendship gives life to me. As the sun gives light to this 
world, her pictures give light to my world. 
There’s a saying that says “Two are better than one, because they have a good reward for 
their labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his companion. But woe to him who is alone when 
he falls, for he has no one to help him up.” 

My young lady friend has fulfilled this saying, for when I have fallen, she has lifted me u
My pretty lady friend definitely came out of the blue. ☺ 

“You came into my life out of the blue!” 

mail call the officer comes to my door and says “Ochoa, you got mail, what’s your 

Full of excitement I give him my number, and he hands me an envelope. I open it with a 

troduces herself, and says she would 

I say to myself, “Awesome!” and then I notice that she didn’t send her address. 

sent me and notices that she didn’t 

Yeah, that’s how our friendship started. A little excitement and humor right away. ☺ 

Around November 2011 will be 2 years that we’ve been friends, and God Willing, many more 

My young lady friend is a caring, understanding, and compassionate person. 
She’s never been judgmental to me, as to why I’m on Death Row. She has accepted me 
solely on the basis that I am a “human being”. She responds or comments on all my letters. 
Whether they were written at a time I was “mentally depressed” or “mentally positive”, she 

Her pictures, letters, and friendship, bring hope and light to me, in this dark and negative 

 
As water gives life to plants, her friendship gives life to me. As the sun gives light to this 

have a good reward for 
their labor. For if they fall, one will lift up his companion. But woe to him who is alone when 

My young lady friend has fulfilled this saying, for when I have fallen, she has lifted me up. 

 



« You Came Into My Life Out Of The Blue
And in this angel came my dear friend

 
My name is Gregory Walker and I am a young African American
who has been on an incredibly hard journey. Not just because I 
am currently a Georgia Death Row Inmate, but in life as a whole. 
However, this leg of the journey surely is the hardest: it is the 
« Absolute Bottom ». And it has been that way for quite a whi
Then, into my life, out of the blue, the most amazing wonderful 
and beautiful thing happened. An angel appeared. And in this 
angel came my dear friend, Christine. And in Christine came 
goodness, friendship, compassion, strength, understanding, hope, 
motivation, loyalty and love which  [all together] equals 
« family ».  
So what our friendship is and what it has become
Bottom » has now a ceiling that is so blue. Meaning, (Death Row) 
the crushing isolation I am being subjected to, and the
a very unpleasant fate is somehow being overshadowed by what is 
so pure and powerful.
Our Friendship. Mere words doesn’t do it or her their due justice.  A 
Beautiful Thank!! And a beautiful person. Pretty… as in the kind 
of happy, innocent pret
on the way out. That kind of pretty.
Lifespark is a blessing and my dear friend Christine is a Godsend.
Thank you. 
 
Gregory Walker – Jackson 
July 26th, 2011 
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You Came Into My Life Out Of The Blue
And in this angel came my dear friend

My name is Gregory Walker and I am a young African American
who has been on an incredibly hard journey. Not just because I 
am currently a Georgia Death Row Inmate, but in life as a whole. 
However, this leg of the journey surely is the hardest: it is the 

». And it has been that way for quite a whi
Then, into my life, out of the blue, the most amazing wonderful 
and beautiful thing happened. An angel appeared. And in this 
angel came my dear friend, Christine. And in Christine came 
goodness, friendship, compassion, strength, understanding, hope, 

tivation, loyalty and love which  [all together] equals 

So what our friendship is and what it has become : this «
» has now a ceiling that is so blue. Meaning, (Death Row) 

the crushing isolation I am being subjected to, and the
a very unpleasant fate is somehow being overshadowed by what is 
so pure and powerful. 
Our Friendship. Mere words doesn’t do it or her their due justice.  A 
Beautiful Thank!! And a beautiful person. Pretty… as in the kind 
of happy, innocent pretty that starts deep inside and doesn’t stop 
on the way out. That kind of pretty. 
Lifespark is a blessing and my dear friend Christine is a Godsend.

Jackson – Georgia – USA. 

You Came Into My Life Out Of The Blue » 
And in this angel came my dear friend 

My name is Gregory Walker and I am a young African American 
who has been on an incredibly hard journey. Not just because I 
am currently a Georgia Death Row Inmate, but in life as a whole. 
However, this leg of the journey surely is the hardest: it is the 

». And it has been that way for quite a while. 
Then, into my life, out of the blue, the most amazing wonderful 
and beautiful thing happened. An angel appeared. And in this 
angel came my dear friend, Christine. And in Christine came 
goodness, friendship, compassion, strength, understanding, hope, 

tivation, loyalty and love which  [all together] equals 

: this « Absolute 
» has now a ceiling that is so blue. Meaning, (Death Row) 

the crushing isolation I am being subjected to, and the promise of 
a very unpleasant fate is somehow being overshadowed by what is 

Our Friendship. Mere words doesn’t do it or her their due justice.  A 
Beautiful Thank!! And a beautiful person. Pretty… as in the kind 

ty that starts deep inside and doesn’t stop 

Lifespark is a blessing and my dear friend Christine is a Godsend. 
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My side of Lifespark ‘s subject 

« You came into my life out of the blue » 
 

Gregory, I was very moved – to say the least – by your text.  

I heard about Lifespark through an article about Pierre Pradervand who wrote a book about 

his correspondence with his pen pal and Evelyne Giordani, president of Lifespark.  

A little bit afraid of the unknown territory I was walking on, I wrote my first letter to the 

name written on my email : Gregory Walker. I didn’t receive an answer, so I wrote a second 

one, thinking post could be lost or my pen pal could be locked down.  

After my second letter I received a happy answer and also the explanation: actually, Gregory 

was locked down, with the whole row, after a suicide/murder in the GDCP. So I was 

immediately in the heart of the action. No way to escape. It is like being pregnant: once the 

child is there, you can’t go back. It will be there till you or he-she die-s. 

Now Gregory is part of my life, part of my family. Each time he writes, I tell my husband, 

children and step-children about what he tells me that is not « secret » from his point of view. 

Sometimes he reacts to things I tell him about my life, my family or job so it is like a long 

conversation about many topics, sometimes philosophical and very deep, sometimes very 

trivial. But we, human beings are both aren’t we?  

So, for me, out of the blue, Gregory is also a present from God or Life. We try to be sincere 

and open to each other, and like in all relationships there are ups and downs, the moments you 

need shoulder to cry on, compassion for your failures or joy for the positive parts of life. It is 

amazing how you can become close without meeting each other. And I also got contact with 

Gregory’s mother. So the present is growing!  

I am now to the point I want to meet Gregory in flesh and I planed a flight to Atlanta in 

October. His mother is going to help me and to introduce me to Gregory’s relatives, in Atlanta 

and New Orleans. So I not only receive one friend, but a whole family to love and to share 

with !  

Thank you Gregory to be who you are. Thank you for the door you opened for me on a new 

world to discover and to care for.  

 

Your friend, Christine 

 

 

Christine Alexander – Lausanne, August 16th 2011 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 



You came into my life out of the blue

 

For many, many months, I kept a tiny advertisement, published in the Coop

Lifespark was looking for people who would write letters to a death

On the one hand, I was interested to correspond with and get t

situation on the other hand, I was anxious how I could deal with all the problems that might 

come to me. Also, I was not sure, whether my English

 

One day though - with the encouragement of Ines 

 

I got an address and wrote my first letter, telling my pen

area, what I was doing during the weeks, my age (I was then 68 and did not know, whether 

somebody would like to write to a grandmother

 

I was waiting intently for his response........ and it came within a fortnight, telling me about his 

life, responding to my letter, letting me know that „age has no relevance“ for him. Many 

letters went across the sea - with each one, we learned m

interests. For a long time, I did not know, whether I was writing to a white or a black man, nor 

why he was on death row; it did not matter to me. I was stirred by his words, what he told me, 

how he went into my letters, how he looks at things.

 

Then, last year I felt I would like to meet him, to see him in person, to talk to him. 

My visit in Raiford, Florida was deep going, it was as well a „confirmation“ of my impression 

I had gotten of him by his letters; I met a ver

dear and good friend, whom I love and care like for a son. 

To say good-by and to leave him, where he is, was terrible. And it is hard to know what he is 

going through....... 

 

Still, I'm glad, I did have the courage for this pen

 

Helen Danuser lifespark member

August 2011 
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You came into my life out of the blue 

One day though, I said yes 

For many, many months, I kept a tiny advertisement, published in the Coop

Lifespark was looking for people who would write letters to a death-row inmate in the USA. 

On the one hand, I was interested to correspond with and get to know somebody in such a 

situation on the other hand, I was anxious how I could deal with all the problems that might 

come to me. Also, I was not sure, whether my English-knowledge would be sufficient.

with the encouragement of Ines - I said, yes, I will try it. 

I got an address and wrote my first letter, telling my pen-pal about my family, my residential 

area, what I was doing during the weeks, my age (I was then 68 and did not know, whether 

somebody would like to write to a grandmother.....)  

I was waiting intently for his response........ and it came within a fortnight, telling me about his 

life, responding to my letter, letting me know that „age has no relevance“ for him. Many 

with each one, we learned more about our person, our lives, our 

interests. For a long time, I did not know, whether I was writing to a white or a black man, nor 

why he was on death row; it did not matter to me. I was stirred by his words, what he told me, 

, how he looks at things. 

Then, last year I felt I would like to meet him, to see him in person, to talk to him. 

My visit in Raiford, Florida was deep going, it was as well a „confirmation“ of my impression 

I had gotten of him by his letters; I met a very kind, attentive, intelligent, sensitive man 

dear and good friend, whom I love and care like for a son.  

by and to leave him, where he is, was terrible. And it is hard to know what he is 

e courage for this pen-palship. Our friendship is a gift to me.

Helen Danuser lifespark member 

 

 

 

For many, many months, I kept a tiny advertisement, published in the Coop-magazine, where 

row inmate in the USA.  

o know somebody in such a 

situation on the other hand, I was anxious how I could deal with all the problems that might 

knowledge would be sufficient. 

 

pal about my family, my residential 

area, what I was doing during the weeks, my age (I was then 68 and did not know, whether 

I was waiting intently for his response........ and it came within a fortnight, telling me about his 

life, responding to my letter, letting me know that „age has no relevance“ for him. Many 

ore about our person, our lives, our 

interests. For a long time, I did not know, whether I was writing to a white or a black man, nor 

why he was on death row; it did not matter to me. I was stirred by his words, what he told me, 

Then, last year I felt I would like to meet him, to see him in person, to talk to him.  

My visit in Raiford, Florida was deep going, it was as well a „confirmation“ of my impression 

y kind, attentive, intelligent, sensitive man - a 

by and to leave him, where he is, was terrible. And it is hard to know what he is 

palship. Our friendship is a gift to me. 
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YOU CAME INTO MY LIFE OUT OF THE BLUE 

You appeared and brought light, happiness and hope 

 

No amount of words can properly describe or do justice to the joy and happiness you have brought 

me. You came into my life out of the blue with so much kindness, compassion, understanding and 

love; our bond became so strong so quickly as if we had known one another throughout time. I came 

to call you "mi arco iris" (my rainbow) as that is exactly what your presence is like in my sad, lonely 

and miserably dark existence here on death row for so many years. However, just as a rainbow 

appears after a terrible storm like a gift from nature, you appeared and brought light, happiness and 

hope with so much emotional strength that no longer is my world such a dark and lonely place. I 

never expected to find such a person who fits so well into my sphere, it is as if we had been cut out of 

the same piece of humanity. You are part of my heart, soul and being and so much more than a pen-

pal, your are a confident, a true and loyal friend, a person I totally trust and love … you are my 

family!! You have not only offered me your kindness and love, but have also included your wonderful 

family: as your mother, sister and friends are also part of my life and welcomed me to their family. I 

thank God daily on my knees for all of my blessings and you and your family are truly a precious gift 

from God. I will cherish you and our special friendship for the rest of my life and beyond. You are 

eternally a part of me!  

Thank you for coming into my life out of the blue, thank you for you "mi arco iris"! 

 

Manuel  

23 years on Florida death row 

July 2011 

 

 



You came to me out of the blue

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me

You came  to me out of the blue,

Stuart, my penpal

It’s been over a year since I received your first letter.

Your genuine nature has enriched my life for the better.

Postcards and photos of your free

Enable me to forget my burden, adversities and strife.

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me,

Though I’m locked up, with you I’m free.

We’ve shared storie

I’d be disappointed if our correspondence were to end.

Encouraging words you’ve written, always sincere,

Across the miles our communication is so dear.

We’ve exchanged jokes and birthdays, just to name a few.

Now I’ll close, my p

Carlette Parker, Raleigh, North Carolina, 12 years on Death Row
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You came to me out of the blue 

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me

 
You came  to me out of the blue, 

Stuart, my penpal-ship, I’m speaking of you.

It’s been over a year since I received your first letter.

genuine nature has enriched my life for the better.

Postcards and photos of your free-world life

Enable me to forget my burden, adversities and strife.

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me,

Though I’m locked up, with you I’m free.

We’ve shared stories of families and friends.

I’d be disappointed if our correspondence were to end.

Encouraging words you’ve written, always sincere,

Across the miles our communication is so dear.

We’ve exchanged jokes and birthdays, just to name a few.

Now I’ll close, my penpalship-out-of-the blue.

 

Carlette Parker, Raleigh, North Carolina, 12 years on Death Row

 

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me 

ship, I’m speaking of you. 

It’s been over a year since I received your first letter. 

genuine nature has enriched my life for the better. 

world life 

Enable me to forget my burden, adversities and strife. 

You’ve opened up a whole new world for me, 

Though I’m locked up, with you I’m free. 

s of families and friends. 

I’d be disappointed if our correspondence were to end. 

Encouraging words you’ve written, always sincere, 

Across the miles our communication is so dear. 

We’ve exchanged jokes and birthdays, just to name a few. 

the blue. 

Carlette Parker, Raleigh, North Carolina, 12 years on Death Row 
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You came into my life out of the blue 

“Wow, you are really here…” 
 

This is a story of love. It is, however, not a love story. To me, it was (and still is) a mixture of 

bitter pills and sweet surrender. In short, a story that only real life could come up with. 

 

It all started in early 2009, when I read a magazine article about a woman who used to get 

very special letters on a regular basis: She received mail from a US death row inmate. I 

remember that I was extremely impressed by the mere fact that there are organizations which 

help to arrange this kind of contact. I had never heard about that opportunity before. And even 

though the article itself was neither too well written nor as detailed as I would have liked it to 

be, I learned a number of important and surprising facts from it: A) There were obviously 

people on death row who longed to get in touch with someone from the outside world. B) 

There were not enough people in the free world willing to exchange said letters. C) Starting a 

penpalship with a prisoner on death row could easily change someone’s life. 

I put the magazine aside, wondering whether I considered myself someone who was able to 

brave that kind of human contact. (The article ended with the information that the woman’s 

pen pal had recently been executed.) I let it all sink in for a few weeks. Then I decided I really 

wanted to give it a try. 

 

I will spare you the details of how I finally got in touch with lifespark, how the obligatory 

prep-talk (over the phone) went etc.. I’d just like to say that I am happy today about the rather 

random choice I made when I was asked to pick the state in which my future pen pal should 

live. I said Florida. And on top of the local waiting list, he was: Roderick, 47 at the time, a 

bald white man of medium height, who had been on the lookout for a pen pal for more than a 

year. And when his first letter came in, I instantly knew that I liked him. He turned out to be 

tremendously funny, which was the biggest surprise of all. He was nothing like I had expected 

him to be. I had been sure that someone in his position would be desperate, bitter, distressed 

or sad most of the time. But Roderick was blithe; he had a very entertaining tone, even though 

he also proved to be deeply profound. It took us only a few weeks to dig deeper. Very soon, 

he told me why he had been sentenced to death. (Since it had to do with a massive amount of 

drugs, and since he does not remember what really happened that night, almost 20 years ago, I 

was not even tempted to raise the question of guilt. Plus it’s not my job to judge. Maybe that’s 

one reason why we got so close in such a short time? I don’t know. Anyway, his crime has 

never been the main subject to me.)  

By the end of the year, we both felt that the connection between us, platonic as it always was, 

had a very unique strength and beauty. I told him secrets that I usually don’t share with others. 

He let me see what lived below his “funny mask”. I enjoyed talking to a man so intelligent, 

interesting and interested in almost anything. He loved to learn about my life and even begun 

to send letters to other members of my family. 

In the first days of 2010, I told him I wanted to come for a visit. And he was overwhelmed 

with joy. The anticipation on both sides of the ocean had time to grow for 5 months: I wanted 

to wait until Memorial Day, because in Florida, they let you visit one extra day on national 

holidays… My fiancé accompanied me on this trip; he even came with me to see Roderick on 

the second and third day of the visit. He has grown to like my pen pal dearly, too, which 

makes this whole development even more uplifting. 

 

So when we finally met, in the end of May 2010, it was one of those rare occasions that you 

can hardly describe to an outsider...  



Roderick, who is a real entertainer in person, too, wasn’t even able to do the little welcome 

performance that he had been practicing in his cell. (He told me this a few hours into the first 

day of visit.) All he could say, quietly, was: “Wow, you are really here.” After that, all 

awkwardness faded away. And it was so beautiful, so 

already knew about one another led to an instant feeling of familiarity. And the

like the magazine article predicted: The three days with Roderick changed my life. I 

understood so many new things about friendship, about the most quirky ways of love, about 

responsibility, bravery and comprehension. And I even took a pile

day, Roderick had somehow managed to deposit a little something at the gates for me: hand 

painted pictures, a beautiful self made jewel case, a number of stories…

The moment I remember most intensely happened on the third day of th

before we finally had to say goodbye. Roderick stretched out his arms and I took his right 

hand in my hands, my fiancé took Roderick’s left hand in his hands. And as my pen pal 

started to express what those three days of visit and our 

all got very, very emotional (and I am surely not a person who cries a lot). 

 

More than a year has passed. I don’t know when I will be able to visit Roderick again. Of 

course I’ve sent him an invitation to our upcomi

most probably not be able to make it…That’s just him, you know?

 

This man, who came into my life out of the blue, has enriched that life in a way I never 

imagined. I know that I have been extraordinarily lucky to fi

be in my heart as long as I live. Since he has been on the row for such a long time, nobody 

knows how many more years he will be around. Losing him to the state’s arbitrariness is 

something so cruel that I don’t want to envi

about the question if it was wise to pick up my pen and start this unrivaled friendship. 

Because this is a story of love. Not a story of convenience.

 

Carolin Courts, lifespark member and Roderick, dea
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Roderick, who is a real entertainer in person, too, wasn’t even able to do the little welcome 

performance that he had been practicing in his cell. (He told me this a few hours into the first 

it.) All he could say, quietly, was: “Wow, you are really here.” After that, all 

awkwardness faded away. And it was so beautiful, so – let me just say: real. All the things we 

already knew about one another led to an instant feeling of familiarity. And the

like the magazine article predicted: The three days with Roderick changed my life. I 

understood so many new things about friendship, about the most quirky ways of love, about 

responsibility, bravery and comprehension. And I even took a pile of presents home: Every 

day, Roderick had somehow managed to deposit a little something at the gates for me: hand 

painted pictures, a beautiful self made jewel case, a number of stories… 

The moment I remember most intensely happened on the third day of the visit, a few hours 

before we finally had to say goodbye. Roderick stretched out his arms and I took his right 

hand in my hands, my fiancé took Roderick’s left hand in his hands. And as my pen pal 

started to express what those three days of visit and our friendship in general meant to him, it 

all got very, very emotional (and I am surely not a person who cries a lot).  

More than a year has passed. I don’t know when I will be able to visit Roderick again. Of 

course I’ve sent him an invitation to our upcoming wedding, but he wrote me that he will 

most probably not be able to make it…That’s just him, you know? 

This man, who came into my life out of the blue, has enriched that life in a way I never 

imagined. I know that I have been extraordinarily lucky to find him, and I know that he will 

be in my heart as long as I live. Since he has been on the row for such a long time, nobody 

knows how many more years he will be around. Losing him to the state’s arbitrariness is 

something so cruel that I don’t want to envision it. And still, I’ve never had the slightest doubt 

about the question if it was wise to pick up my pen and start this unrivaled friendship. 

Because this is a story of love. Not a story of convenience. 

Carolin Courts, lifespark member and Roderick, death row inmate in Florida

Roderick, who is a real entertainer in person, too, wasn’t even able to do the little welcome 

performance that he had been practicing in his cell. (He told me this a few hours into the first 

it.) All he could say, quietly, was: “Wow, you are really here.” After that, all 

let me just say: real. All the things we 

already knew about one another led to an instant feeling of familiarity. And there it was, just 

like the magazine article predicted: The three days with Roderick changed my life. I 

understood so many new things about friendship, about the most quirky ways of love, about 

of presents home: Every 

day, Roderick had somehow managed to deposit a little something at the gates for me: hand 

e visit, a few hours 

before we finally had to say goodbye. Roderick stretched out his arms and I took his right 

hand in my hands, my fiancé took Roderick’s left hand in his hands. And as my pen pal 

friendship in general meant to him, it 

 

More than a year has passed. I don’t know when I will be able to visit Roderick again. Of 

ng wedding, but he wrote me that he will 

This man, who came into my life out of the blue, has enriched that life in a way I never 

nd him, and I know that he will 

be in my heart as long as I live. Since he has been on the row for such a long time, nobody 

knows how many more years he will be around. Losing him to the state’s arbitrariness is 

sion it. And still, I’ve never had the slightest doubt 

about the question if it was wise to pick up my pen and start this unrivaled friendship. 

th row inmate in Florida 



With you I gained much more than just a pen

I remember my first day on death row. I was scared, lonely and confused. I couldn’t let on to 

anyone that I was feeling this way because I did not want to seem as though I was weak. So I 

kept these feelings bottled up on the inside. As if he knew what I wa

gave me the information I needed to write to Lifespark. Without hesitation I wrote to 

Lifespark. Truthfully I was not expecting anything to come of it, but the most amazing thing 

happened to me. Along came this woman from another par

call of a man in need of a friend. This is amazing to me because as I was growing up I didn’t 

have any friends and for someone to be willing to befriend me after all I had done that is just 

simply amazing. 

 

My pen-pal Angelika came to me soon after I came to death row. That was almost 11 years 

ago and she is still with me. I want to take advantage of this opportunity and say thank you 

Angelika, for all you’ve done to help me along this journey we call life. 

When I first started writing you, I was this immature boy pretending to be a man. Over the 

years you have challenged me to look deep within myself to see who I am and who I really 

want to be. With you I gained much more than just a pen

most importantly – I gained a true friend. Some people go their entire life without having that 

special someone they can call friend and mean it in every sense of the word. I thank God that 

I am not one of them.  

 

And thank you for giving me what I needed

 

Each time you challenged me I grew more secure and more knowledgeable about life. The 

amazing thing is how you helped me to understand myself better. I know that took a lot of 

patience and understanding on your beh

 

You came into my life out of the blue and you brought love, peace, compassion, 

understanding, a sense of humor and many words of encouragement. Our friendship means 

more to me than any treasure in this world. In itself our friendship outshines all tr

love you my friend, you are a true blessing.

 

Lenard Philmore, Florida 
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OUT OF THE BLUE – 

With you I gained much more than just a pen
 

I remember my first day on death row. I was scared, lonely and confused. I couldn’t let on to 

anyone that I was feeling this way because I did not want to seem as though I was weak. So I 

kept these feelings bottled up on the inside. As if he knew what I was feeling my neighbour 

gave me the information I needed to write to Lifespark. Without hesitation I wrote to 

Lifespark. Truthfully I was not expecting anything to come of it, but the most amazing thing 

happened to me. Along came this woman from another part of the world, who answered to the 

call of a man in need of a friend. This is amazing to me because as I was growing up I didn’t 

have any friends and for someone to be willing to befriend me after all I had done that is just 

gelika came to me soon after I came to death row. That was almost 11 years 

ago and she is still with me. I want to take advantage of this opportunity and say thank you 

Angelika, for all you’ve done to help me along this journey we call life.  

started writing you, I was this immature boy pretending to be a man. Over the 

years you have challenged me to look deep within myself to see who I am and who I really 

want to be. With you I gained much more than just a pen-pal. I also gained a mentor and 

I gained a true friend. Some people go their entire life without having that 

special someone they can call friend and mean it in every sense of the word. I thank God that 

And thank you for giving me what I needed most: love, compassion and friendship. 

Each time you challenged me I grew more secure and more knowledgeable about life. The 

amazing thing is how you helped me to understand myself better. I know that took a lot of 

patience and understanding on your behalf. 

You came into my life out of the blue and you brought love, peace, compassion, 

understanding, a sense of humor and many words of encouragement. Our friendship means 

more to me than any treasure in this world. In itself our friendship outshines all tr

love you my friend, you are a true blessing. 

With you I gained much more than just a pen-pal 

I remember my first day on death row. I was scared, lonely and confused. I couldn’t let on to 

anyone that I was feeling this way because I did not want to seem as though I was weak. So I 

s feeling my neighbour 

gave me the information I needed to write to Lifespark. Without hesitation I wrote to 

Lifespark. Truthfully I was not expecting anything to come of it, but the most amazing thing 

t of the world, who answered to the 

call of a man in need of a friend. This is amazing to me because as I was growing up I didn’t 

have any friends and for someone to be willing to befriend me after all I had done that is just 

gelika came to me soon after I came to death row. That was almost 11 years 

ago and she is still with me. I want to take advantage of this opportunity and say thank you 

started writing you, I was this immature boy pretending to be a man. Over the 

years you have challenged me to look deep within myself to see who I am and who I really 

pal. I also gained a mentor and – 

I gained a true friend. Some people go their entire life without having that 

special someone they can call friend and mean it in every sense of the word. I thank God that 

most: love, compassion and friendship.  

Each time you challenged me I grew more secure and more knowledgeable about life. The 

amazing thing is how you helped me to understand myself better. I know that took a lot of 

You came into my life out of the blue and you brought love, peace, compassion, 

understanding, a sense of humor and many words of encouragement. Our friendship means 

more to me than any treasure in this world. In itself our friendship outshines all treasures. I 



You came into my life out of the blue!
She has brought joy to my heart

You came into my life when there wasn’t no one

me out of the darkness and brought “sunshine” and “blue skies” into my heart. I 

asked God to help me find a friend that would be there for me in good times and 

sad times… and God blessed me with a true friend named Christiane t

been there for me with love and loyal friendship, she has brought joy to my 

heart, we’ve shared good times when we are together, she is my best friend and 

sister forever…. Out of the blue, God has sent me a “new sister” after one died 

of cancer years ago, I thank God for bringing a good “true friend” like her into 

my life, she’s made me laugh and smile once again…. I am happy to have a 

penpal like her in my life, I love her dearly and our friendship is about trust and 

honesty but most of all, respec

friendship. She came into my life out of the blue to stay in my heart because 

she’s true, I’m there for her when she’s feeling blue… My love for her is good 

and true ! 

Respectfully submitted by Guadalupe 
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You came into my life out of the blue!
She has brought joy to my heart 

You came into my life when there wasn’t no one to befriend me, you brought 

me out of the darkness and brought “sunshine” and “blue skies” into my heart. I 

asked God to help me find a friend that would be there for me in good times and 

sad times… and God blessed me with a true friend named Christiane t

been there for me with love and loyal friendship, she has brought joy to my 

heart, we’ve shared good times when we are together, she is my best friend and 

sister forever…. Out of the blue, God has sent me a “new sister” after one died 

rs ago, I thank God for bringing a good “true friend” like her into 

my life, she’s made me laugh and smile once again…. I am happy to have a 

penpal like her in my life, I love her dearly and our friendship is about trust and 

honesty but most of all, respect for each other, that is the key to a long 

friendship. She came into my life out of the blue to stay in my heart because 

she’s true, I’m there for her when she’s feeling blue… My love for her is good 

Respectfully submitted by Guadalupe Esparza  # 999385

on Texas Death Row since May 25, 2001

 

 

 

You came into my life out of the blue! 
 

to befriend me, you brought 

me out of the darkness and brought “sunshine” and “blue skies” into my heart. I 

asked God to help me find a friend that would be there for me in good times and 

sad times… and God blessed me with a true friend named Christiane that has 

been there for me with love and loyal friendship, she has brought joy to my 

heart, we’ve shared good times when we are together, she is my best friend and 

sister forever…. Out of the blue, God has sent me a “new sister” after one died 

rs ago, I thank God for bringing a good “true friend” like her into 

my life, she’s made me laugh and smile once again…. I am happy to have a 

penpal like her in my life, I love her dearly and our friendship is about trust and 

t for each other, that is the key to a long 

friendship. She came into my life out of the blue to stay in my heart because 

she’s true, I’m there for her when she’s feeling blue… My love for her is good 

 

 

Esparza  # 999385 

on Texas Death Row since May 25, 2001 
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You came into my life out of the blue 

You genuinely care about me 
 

When I first got your letter I had a good feeling about you. Then I got your second and third letter and 

your words were so familiar to me. I asked myself, do I know this person? Then I received your 

pictures and again you looked familiar. I knew I didn’t know you, how could I? But yet I do know 

you. 

When I push my pen to talk and share with you, I don’t have to watch what I say or worry that you 

won’t understand where I’ve been, or where I’m at because you already know and seem to understand. 

I can sense from your words you speak from your heart and you genuinely care about me. Why? 

Because 1. You chose to and 2. That’s just the type of person you are. 

Your heart is genuine and priceless. Something I find rare in people. 

 

Having you in my life has been a blessing Manu and it means a lot to me to receive your letters and 

have someone I feel so comfortable talking to that I know is listening to every word I’m saying. 

 

Thank you for coming into my life out of the blue. 

Stephen In U.C.I. since 1991 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Being pen pals with Stephen 

Now he’s a part of my life 
 

It’s not easy to describe all the feelings I have since Stephen came into my life. First I worried about 

whether I would understand what he writes because my English is not the best. Then I thought, what 

am I going to do if he’s one of these bad guys, who wants only my money or to lie to me.  

But already with his first letter I lost all my fears. He wrote in such a funny manner. I was perplexed. I 

never thought that someone who has been in prison for 20 years has so many good thoughts and so 

much to tell. He shows me how to see the life in another light. 

First I worried about telling my friends about him. But now he’s a part of my life. He is my invisible 

friend. Wherever I am, Stephen is also. I live my life much more consciously. I began to tell my 

friends about him because he became a part of my life. And it is interesting to see how people react. 

I love having Stephen in my life. He is a gain for my life. 

It is hard to know that I can’t do anything for him. I can only try to make his life a little bit better with 

my letters. 

It is only a small thing I do, but I think it’s an important thing. I feel his comfort in every letter I get. 

And that is a good feeling. 

Stephen also came into my life out of the blue, because I never expected a friendship like we have. 

Manu Gutmann, lifespark member 



You came into my life out of the blue

Without all of you I would not be

I want to thank everyone who has come into my life through these seven years I have spent on 

Texas death row. I stand here and write this only because of the compassion that you all have 

found in your heart to shower upon me. 

 

My history is like many others here. I grew up in a broken home, then was placed in a foster 

home which resulted in none of my family being there with me today. When I first came to 

death row I did not think this would be the case. I thought that given that I was in the worst 

place that my family would band together and we would actually be a family despite our 

checkered pasts. 

 

Soon I found out that this would not be the case, and so I sat in cage by myself, receiving no 

mail form any one in my family. I felt event more abandoned the

say I would die by lethal injection. Eventually, I found the energy to fight, but it wasn’t until I 

received a letter in the mail encouraging me to fight for my life and that there were people 

who were thinking about me. Soon a

there was a true compassion and friendship there, something I have never experienced in my 

life. 

 

Without all of you I would not be, so I can honestly say that everything I’ve accomplished, 

the person who I have became, I became this person only because of you all’s love, 

compassion and friendship. It’s something I will never forget and no matter how this situation 

turns out, I‘ll always be indebted to you all. 

 

A French proverb reads “Love is frie

 

Sincerely 

Gerald Marshall, death row in Texas
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You came into my life out of the blue 

Without all of you I would not be 
 

I want to thank everyone who has come into my life through these seven years I have spent on 

Texas death row. I stand here and write this only because of the compassion that you all have 

found in your heart to shower upon me.  

rs here. I grew up in a broken home, then was placed in a foster 

home which resulted in none of my family being there with me today. When I first came to 

death row I did not think this would be the case. I thought that given that I was in the worst 

hat my family would band together and we would actually be a family despite our 

Soon I found out that this would not be the case, and so I sat in cage by myself, receiving no 

mail form any one in my family. I felt event more abandoned then I did when I heard a judge 

say I would die by lethal injection. Eventually, I found the energy to fight, but it wasn’t until I 

received a letter in the mail encouraging me to fight for my life and that there were people 

who were thinking about me. Soon after, I would receive letters from my first pen friend and 

there was a true compassion and friendship there, something I have never experienced in my 

Without all of you I would not be, so I can honestly say that everything I’ve accomplished, 

son who I have became, I became this person only because of you all’s love, 

compassion and friendship. It’s something I will never forget and no matter how this situation 

turns out, I‘ll always be indebted to you all.  

A French proverb reads “Love is friendship set on fire”. And I love you all.

Gerald Marshall, death row in Texas 

I want to thank everyone who has come into my life through these seven years I have spent on 

Texas death row. I stand here and write this only because of the compassion that you all have 

rs here. I grew up in a broken home, then was placed in a foster 

home which resulted in none of my family being there with me today. When I first came to 

death row I did not think this would be the case. I thought that given that I was in the worst 

hat my family would band together and we would actually be a family despite our 

Soon I found out that this would not be the case, and so I sat in cage by myself, receiving no 

n I did when I heard a judge 

say I would die by lethal injection. Eventually, I found the energy to fight, but it wasn’t until I 

received a letter in the mail encouraging me to fight for my life and that there were people 

fter, I would receive letters from my first pen friend and 

there was a true compassion and friendship there, something I have never experienced in my 

Without all of you I would not be, so I can honestly say that everything I’ve accomplished, 

son who I have became, I became this person only because of you all’s love, 

compassion and friendship. It’s something I will never forget and no matter how this situation 

ndship set on fire”. And I love you all. 

 



You Came Into My Life Out of the Blue

I’m so lucky to have her there for me
 
So, it was Monday, September 20
the rest. Then I got a letter from Ina, and my day was brightened!
 
This place has already taken my freedom, my life, my friends, my family, but that isn’t 
enough. They want to take my humanity as well. It is people like Ina who say “No, you 
can’t do that.” 
 
At first, I was worried about how she would see me. However, I learned very quickly 
that she wasn’t concerned with what I had or hadn’t done. She wasn’t interested in 
my guilt or innocence. She was only interested in me. Me as a person. She treated
like an equal. I think she is very unique in her capability to do that!
 
Ever since, we have been in contact all the time. She writes me a few times a month, 
and I’ve come to count on it. I don’t really have a lot to smile about here, but she 
always put s a smile on my face. And that is priceless! When I’m writing her, or 
reading her letters, it takes me out of prison. It just takes me away, if that makes 
sense. My mind is focused on what I’m reading or writing, so it forgets where I am for 
the moment.  
 
There are no words that can describe what Ina means to me. All I know is how I feel, 
and it is often hard to turn the feelings of the heart into words on paper. Just like that 
very first letter, when she brightened my day, she has continued to do so!
She makes sure I keep my humanity, and I wouldn’t give her away for anything. She 
brings light into a very dark place and has made this all a bit easier for me to handle. I 
think she I totally amazing and I’m so lucky to have her there for me. I’ve told her 
that many times. And I hope I have the chance to tell her many, many more times in 
the future.  
 
David “Star” Martin  
Union C.I.  Florida 
1 ½ years on Death Row 
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You Came Into My Life Out of the Blue

I’m so lucky to have her there for me 

So, it was Monday, September 20th, 2010. It wasn’t a special day. Just another like 
the rest. Then I got a letter from Ina, and my day was brightened! 

This place has already taken my freedom, my life, my friends, my family, but that isn’t 
enough. They want to take my humanity as well. It is people like Ina who say “No, you 

At first, I was worried about how she would see me. However, I learned very quickly 
that she wasn’t concerned with what I had or hadn’t done. She wasn’t interested in 
my guilt or innocence. She was only interested in me. Me as a person. She treated
like an equal. I think she is very unique in her capability to do that! 

Ever since, we have been in contact all the time. She writes me a few times a month, 
and I’ve come to count on it. I don’t really have a lot to smile about here, but she 

t s a smile on my face. And that is priceless! When I’m writing her, or 
reading her letters, it takes me out of prison. It just takes me away, if that makes 
sense. My mind is focused on what I’m reading or writing, so it forgets where I am for 

There are no words that can describe what Ina means to me. All I know is how I feel, 
and it is often hard to turn the feelings of the heart into words on paper. Just like that 
very first letter, when she brightened my day, she has continued to do so!

makes sure I keep my humanity, and I wouldn’t give her away for anything. She 
brings light into a very dark place and has made this all a bit easier for me to handle. I 
think she I totally amazing and I’m so lucky to have her there for me. I’ve told her 
hat many times. And I hope I have the chance to tell her many, many more times in 

 

You Came Into My Life Out of the Blue 

 

, 2010. It wasn’t a special day. Just another like all 

This place has already taken my freedom, my life, my friends, my family, but that isn’t 
enough. They want to take my humanity as well. It is people like Ina who say “No, you 

At first, I was worried about how she would see me. However, I learned very quickly 
that she wasn’t concerned with what I had or hadn’t done. She wasn’t interested in 
my guilt or innocence. She was only interested in me. Me as a person. She treated me 

Ever since, we have been in contact all the time. She writes me a few times a month, 
and I’ve come to count on it. I don’t really have a lot to smile about here, but she 

t s a smile on my face. And that is priceless! When I’m writing her, or 
reading her letters, it takes me out of prison. It just takes me away, if that makes 
sense. My mind is focused on what I’m reading or writing, so it forgets where I am for 

There are no words that can describe what Ina means to me. All I know is how I feel, 
and it is often hard to turn the feelings of the heart into words on paper. Just like that 
very first letter, when she brightened my day, she has continued to do so! 

makes sure I keep my humanity, and I wouldn’t give her away for anything. She 
brings light into a very dark place and has made this all a bit easier for me to handle. I 
think she I totally amazing and I’m so lucky to have her there for me. I’ve told her 
hat many times. And I hope I have the chance to tell her many, many more times in 



You came to me from out of the blue

She maintains the light in my life
 

My friend Heidi is everything a person should aspire to be. 

She is kind, thoughtful, caring, smart, funny, elegant and 

tireless. 

She means the world to me. Why? Because she (unknowingly) 

maintains the light in my life that the darkness I am 

surrounded by seeks to extinguish.

Heidi’s letters, cards, photos and hugs keep me grounded in my 

humanity. She is the grandmother I lost, the mother I never 

had, the sister I wish I had, the friend I never knew I needed 

and all the sunshine I’ll ever need.

 

You came to me out of the blue,

Were you sent to me or me to you?

 

Russell Hudson, 5 years on DR in Florida

 

 

 

 

You came into my life out of the blue

His letters always amaze me and bring me joy
 

Reading what my pen pal has written just amazes me. I can do 

so little for him and yet he is so appreciative of anything I 

do. His letters are filled with the will to keep his spirits 

up, to not let himself be brought down by what surrounds him. 

He always strives for a positive mental outlook. He is 

interested in many things and keeps himself informed as well 

as he can in his surroundings. He often feels lonely, finding 

no one near him who he can really talk to, so of course, 

letters are a help.  

I look forward to his letters, which always amaze me and bring 

me joy. I admire Rusty for his determination not to let 

himself be depressed by his situation and his surroundings. He 

is filled with hope for his future, hoping he will be released 

one day. I hope and p

 

Heidi Uetz 

Corresponding with Russell for three years
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You came to me from out of the blue

She maintains the light in my life

My friend Heidi 

 

friend Heidi is everything a person should aspire to be. 

She is kind, thoughtful, caring, smart, funny, elegant and 

She means the world to me. Why? Because she (unknowingly) 

maintains the light in my life that the darkness I am 

ks to extinguish. 

Heidi’s letters, cards, photos and hugs keep me grounded in my 

humanity. She is the grandmother I lost, the mother I never 

had, the sister I wish I had, the friend I never knew I needed 

and all the sunshine I’ll ever need. 

out of the blue, 

Were you sent to me or me to you? 

Russell Hudson, 5 years on DR in Florida 

You came into my life out of the blue

His letters always amaze me and bring me joy

Reading what my pen pal has written just amazes me. I can do 

so little for him and yet he is so appreciative of anything I 

do. His letters are filled with the will to keep his spirits 

up, to not let himself be brought down by what surrounds him. 

strives for a positive mental outlook. He is 

interested in many things and keeps himself informed as well 

as he can in his surroundings. He often feels lonely, finding 

no one near him who he can really talk to, so of course, 

 

ward to his letters, which always amaze me and bring 

me joy. I admire Rusty for his determination not to let 

himself be depressed by his situation and his surroundings. He 

is filled with hope for his future, hoping he will be released 

one day. I hope and pray his hope will become reality! 

Corresponding with Russell for three years 
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maintains the light in my life that the darkness I am 

Heidi’s letters, cards, photos and hugs keep me grounded in my 

humanity. She is the grandmother I lost, the mother I never 

had, the sister I wish I had, the friend I never knew I needed 

 

You came into my life out of the blue 

His letters always amaze me and bring me joy 

Reading what my pen pal has written just amazes me. I can do 

so little for him and yet he is so appreciative of anything I 

do. His letters are filled with the will to keep his spirits 

up, to not let himself be brought down by what surrounds him. 

strives for a positive mental outlook. He is 

interested in many things and keeps himself informed as well 

as he can in his surroundings. He often feels lonely, finding 

no one near him who he can really talk to, so of course, 

ward to his letters, which always amaze me and bring 

me joy. I admire Rusty for his determination not to let 

himself be depressed by his situation and his surroundings. He 

is filled with hope for his future, hoping he will be released 

ray his hope will become reality!  
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You came into my life out of the blue 

“Just trying to express what you mean to me…” 
 

My name is Roderick, but I’m better known as Samir, and I have been on the row for almost 

two decades now. As hard as these years here have been, and continue to be… I have also 

expressed some things that I can only describe as both very unexpected… and very 

wonderful. But my biggest surprise and my greatest joy has been a result of the work of the 

wonderful people at lifespark… and the simple act, but difficult decision, made by a very 

unique and very special woman named Carolin. Who had the courage and kindness to take a 

chance and send some mail to a total stranger (that stranger would be me!). By doing so, she 

brought into my life for the very first time a true friend. Someone who I quickly grew to not 

only love without restraint, but someone who I trust more than anyone I’ve ever known.  

My life was actually always void of true relationships of trust and friendship, long before I 

came to death row. I don’t say this to solicit any emotions of empathy towards me, but in 

hopes of giving full power and depth to just how big a surprise this experience has been and 

continues to be. 

Sure I had plenty of people in my life that I spent time with, calling them friends, but the old 

axiom of :“You are lucky in life if you ever have one true friend”, certainly in time proved to 

be true. Because the reality was, as soon as I found myself in real need of a friend… there was 

none to be found… even amongst my own kin. 

In Carolin I have found someone who I trust without reserve or hesitation. She has taught me 

so much about not just having a true friend, but how to also be a better friend! With her, I now 

know what it feels like to speak openly about anything without fear of judgment, and more 

importantly without fear of being abandoned. Because not always agreeing with someone 

else’s views should never lead to an end, but be a means for growth and new ideals. 

She is the only person who, on her own accord, has broached the subject openly with me 

about how she would feel if I’m executed; but greater still, she has also been the only one to 

offer to sacrifice her own emotions in order to be present on the day should I be executed… 

solely to lend me support to face the end. I can never express in words just how much this 

means to me. Not due to a lack of vocabulary, but because some heartfelt emotions are just 

greater than the human tongue can speak. 

It is said in life, “there is no greater love than a friend willing to give their own life for 

another”. I’m sorry, but I disagree… I say at the very least: equal to, or perhaps greater than, 

is the love of a friend willing to subject themselves to watching someone they love die… all 

for trying to make those last few steps easier for the condemned. This is the measure of love 

and friendship we have found in one another. For I always said I would never wish, or ask, 

anyone to be present at my execution and endure such cruelty. Yet, I have enough faith and 

love in her that if she truly wishes to be present, even this I could never deny her. 

So for anyone out there who might be contemplating picking up a pen or getting involved 

with someone behind bars, or for that matter reaching out to anyone in need of some 

humanity? Take time to be sure about doing so, because it certainly won’t be an easy thing, 

but it might also be the greatest blessing you’ll ever know. Because for me, I not only found a 

true friend in Carolin, but I also found an extended family, because her soon to be husband, as 

well as her family, have also opened up their hearts to me…out of the blue. 

 

Roderick/Samir, Florida, 18.5 years on death row 

 
 



Out of the blue 

 

When I visited my pen pal for the first time, he asked me a question that expressed his 

disbelief that somebody from Europe could travel so far to visit him. “Why the hell do you 

choose to come to this dungeon and visi

money at a nice place somewhere else?” Because me visiting him was something he had 

never expected he said that I had to be an angel to do that.

 

I answered him that I thought that we free pen pals actually p

humiliating conditions our pen pals live in. They are deprived of almost everything a human 

being needs to feel physically and mentally safe. In that place, the longing to still be 

recognized as a person of worth is immense an

years. 

And then, when, at the lowest point in a person’s life, there appears somebody like you and I; 

willing to regularly write, to listen and share part of our lives; how could that not been 

perceived as a gift from heaven?!

 

I told my pen pal that I was doing exactly the same as everybody does who has the money and 

the opportunity; I travel to a place where I want to go and where I find pleasure. It is, by 

coincidence, a high security prison because a dear frie

going there because I imagine it will be a good thing for both of us. Obviously, I have the 

money and the time to do so; both requirements being the basis of us free people taking up a 

pen pal-ship in the first place. 

not altruistic at all, actually, as we receive as much as we give.

 

I don’t think that many of our pen pals on death row would want to speak or to write to us if 

they were still in the free world. They would most probably pick other people than us as 

friends. One of my pen pals once put it like that: “When I was still free you would not have 

wanted to meet me on the streets.” Why? Because he would have done me harm like he did 

many other people. 

Most prisoners don’t have much of a choice as to who they want to have as a pen friend. So, 

many of them are happy when they receive just anybody. 

And that’s when we enter the stage; as an “anybody” in a moment when there are little 

choices and no prospects of ever being able again to pick the friends of their liking….

 

I’m not saying our arrival is a bad thing; 

pen pal-ships! I just think it’s quite natural that we receive much love from our pen f

prison, maybe more than we deserve.

 

I believe that with most of the other persons in our lives that don’t live in such a misery we 

would have to do much more than only regularly writing letters and expressing our interest to 

receive so much appreciation and love and to even be perceived as a

So, yes, I do think we profit from the cruel system in the USA. We gain friends who admire 

and love us very much, even to the point that we feel ashamed about it. 

 

Ines Aubert, August 2011 
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Out of the blue – and into a dungeon

When I visited my pen pal for the first time, he asked me a question that expressed his 

disbelief that somebody from Europe could travel so far to visit him. “Why the hell do you 

choose to come to this dungeon and visit me instead of spending your holidays and your 

money at a nice place somewhere else?” Because me visiting him was something he had 

never expected he said that I had to be an angel to do that. 

I answered him that I thought that we free pen pals actually profited from the horrible and 

humiliating conditions our pen pals live in. They are deprived of almost everything a human 

being needs to feel physically and mentally safe. In that place, the longing to still be 

recognized as a person of worth is immense and some go without that wish coming true for 

And then, when, at the lowest point in a person’s life, there appears somebody like you and I; 

willing to regularly write, to listen and share part of our lives; how could that not been 

from heaven?! 

I told my pen pal that I was doing exactly the same as everybody does who has the money and 

the opportunity; I travel to a place where I want to go and where I find pleasure. It is, by 

coincidence, a high security prison because a dear friend is locked up there. I find it worth 

going there because I imagine it will be a good thing for both of us. Obviously, I have the 

money and the time to do so; both requirements being the basis of us free people taking up a 

 So, in fact it’s not as altruistic as a prisoner might think. It is 

not altruistic at all, actually, as we receive as much as we give. 

I don’t think that many of our pen pals on death row would want to speak or to write to us if 

ee world. They would most probably pick other people than us as 

friends. One of my pen pals once put it like that: “When I was still free you would not have 

wanted to meet me on the streets.” Why? Because he would have done me harm like he did 

Most prisoners don’t have much of a choice as to who they want to have as a pen friend. So, 

many of them are happy when they receive just anybody.  

And that’s when we enter the stage; as an “anybody” in a moment when there are little 

prospects of ever being able again to pick the friends of their liking….

I’m not saying our arrival is a bad thing; - I’m still very much convinced of the sense of our 

ships! I just think it’s quite natural that we receive much love from our pen f

prison, maybe more than we deserve. 

I believe that with most of the other persons in our lives that don’t live in such a misery we 

would have to do much more than only regularly writing letters and expressing our interest to 

receive so much appreciation and love and to even be perceived as an angel. 

So, yes, I do think we profit from the cruel system in the USA. We gain friends who admire 

and love us very much, even to the point that we feel ashamed about it.  

and into a dungeon 

When I visited my pen pal for the first time, he asked me a question that expressed his 

disbelief that somebody from Europe could travel so far to visit him. “Why the hell do you 

t me instead of spending your holidays and your 

money at a nice place somewhere else?” Because me visiting him was something he had 

rofited from the horrible and 

humiliating conditions our pen pals live in. They are deprived of almost everything a human 

being needs to feel physically and mentally safe. In that place, the longing to still be 

d some go without that wish coming true for 

And then, when, at the lowest point in a person’s life, there appears somebody like you and I; 

willing to regularly write, to listen and share part of our lives; how could that not been 

I told my pen pal that I was doing exactly the same as everybody does who has the money and 

the opportunity; I travel to a place where I want to go and where I find pleasure. It is, by 

nd is locked up there. I find it worth 

going there because I imagine it will be a good thing for both of us. Obviously, I have the 

money and the time to do so; both requirements being the basis of us free people taking up a 

So, in fact it’s not as altruistic as a prisoner might think. It is 

I don’t think that many of our pen pals on death row would want to speak or to write to us if 

ee world. They would most probably pick other people than us as 

friends. One of my pen pals once put it like that: “When I was still free you would not have 

wanted to meet me on the streets.” Why? Because he would have done me harm like he did 

Most prisoners don’t have much of a choice as to who they want to have as a pen friend. So, 

And that’s when we enter the stage; as an “anybody” in a moment when there are little 

prospects of ever being able again to pick the friends of their liking…. 

I’m still very much convinced of the sense of our 

ships! I just think it’s quite natural that we receive much love from our pen friends in 

I believe that with most of the other persons in our lives that don’t live in such a misery we 

would have to do much more than only regularly writing letters and expressing our interest to 

n angel.  

So, yes, I do think we profit from the cruel system in the USA. We gain friends who admire 

 



You came into my life out of the blue

To befriend me 

My name is Mark, I’ve been incarcerated since March 1989. I met my lifespark friend Ines 

through somewhat difficult circumstances. Late in 2010 I heard through the prison grapevine 

that my friend Casper might be seriously ill with 

prison, I tried to get in touch with him but before I could Casper died. 

I remembered Casper had told me about his lifespark friend Ines, how important her 

friendship had been. I regretted very much not being able

thoughts, some expression of gratitude. I wondered if Ines and Casper had had a chance to say 

all they wanted to say. Since Casper had related to me how he felt about Ines, I wrote and told 

her what he said. I did not want Ines

Patricia died and we didn’t have the time to express our feelings. And, if I am honest, I wrote 

Ines in part because I felt bad about not getting a letter to Casper. 

Ines’ response was kind, sort of fam

agreed.  

I was struck by this. It is remarkable to me, remember I am 22+ years on death row, to 

befriend me is to risk another loss. That she would do so for me, for the benefit of a stranger, I 

see this as an extraordinary act of kindness. She will say there is nothing extraordinary about 

it. It seems many lifespark members believe that there is nothing special in befriending a 

death row prisoner. You are all

We here live in an uncommon

disposable, despised, disregarded. You view us as human, give us opportunity to demonstrate 

our humanity, enable us to love. You people are special, you are exceptional, and I speak for 

many when I say “Thank you!”

 

I considered Ines a friend from the start, it was easy, as if it was supposed to be. Recently I 

enjoyed 3 days of visitation with her and I am left with the feeling that I am privileged to have 

been given another true and lasting 

entrusted me with her friendship. I accept no other explanation for her presence in my life, 

and I am grateful beyond words.

I wonder if any writer could take up pen and convey any true sense of what frie

to a man who has lived a life such as mine. I lived for a long time in the absence of love, now 

I have lived a long time in the presence of love. The difference is so great that it defies 

description. I thought I might describe it, maybe creat

would allow you to feel as I feel, but I cannot. Some things become so meaningful they 

transcend words. For me, friendship has become greater than words. I once described 

friendship as a freedom of sorts. The freedom t

ridicule. Just for a moment try to imagine how important any sort of freedom is to a man who 

will never get out of a cage. 

 

Mark, on death row in Florida for 22 years
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You came into my life out of the blue 

To befriend me is to risk another loss 
 

My name is Mark, I’ve been incarcerated since March 1989. I met my lifespark friend Ines 

through somewhat difficult circumstances. Late in 2010 I heard through the prison grapevine 

that my friend Casper might be seriously ill with cancer. We were on different wings of the 

prison, I tried to get in touch with him but before I could Casper died.  

I remembered Casper had told me about his lifespark friend Ines, how important her 

friendship had been. I regretted very much not being able to communicate some parting 

thoughts, some expression of gratitude. I wondered if Ines and Casper had had a chance to say 

all they wanted to say. Since Casper had related to me how he felt about Ines, I wrote and told 

her what he said. I did not want Ines to experience what I had experienced when my friend 

Patricia died and we didn’t have the time to express our feelings. And, if I am honest, I wrote 

Ines in part because I felt bad about not getting a letter to Casper.  

Ines’ response was kind, sort of familiar. I asked her if she would continue to write to me, she 

I was struck by this. It is remarkable to me, remember I am 22+ years on death row, to 

befriend me is to risk another loss. That she would do so for me, for the benefit of a stranger, I 

see this as an extraordinary act of kindness. She will say there is nothing extraordinary about 

it. It seems many lifespark members believe that there is nothing special in befriending a 

all wrong!  ☺ 

We here live in an uncommon circumstance, the far end of the spectrum. In our society we are 

disposable, despised, disregarded. You view us as human, give us opportunity to demonstrate 

our humanity, enable us to love. You people are special, you are exceptional, and I speak for 

when I say “Thank you!” 

I considered Ines a friend from the start, it was easy, as if it was supposed to be. Recently I 

enjoyed 3 days of visitation with her and I am left with the feeling that I am privileged to have 

been given another true and lasting friendship. I say “given” because I believe God has 

entrusted me with her friendship. I accept no other explanation for her presence in my life, 

and I am grateful beyond words. 

I wonder if any writer could take up pen and convey any true sense of what frie

to a man who has lived a life such as mine. I lived for a long time in the absence of love, now 

I have lived a long time in the presence of love. The difference is so great that it defies 

description. I thought I might describe it, maybe create this masterpiece of connection that 

would allow you to feel as I feel, but I cannot. Some things become so meaningful they 

transcend words. For me, friendship has become greater than words. I once described 

friendship as a freedom of sorts. The freedom to be yourself without fear of judgment or 

ridicule. Just for a moment try to imagine how important any sort of freedom is to a man who 

Mark, on death row in Florida for 22 years 

 

 

My name is Mark, I’ve been incarcerated since March 1989. I met my lifespark friend Ines 

through somewhat difficult circumstances. Late in 2010 I heard through the prison grapevine 

cancer. We were on different wings of the 

I remembered Casper had told me about his lifespark friend Ines, how important her 

to communicate some parting 

thoughts, some expression of gratitude. I wondered if Ines and Casper had had a chance to say 

all they wanted to say. Since Casper had related to me how he felt about Ines, I wrote and told 

to experience what I had experienced when my friend 

Patricia died and we didn’t have the time to express our feelings. And, if I am honest, I wrote 

iliar. I asked her if she would continue to write to me, she 

I was struck by this. It is remarkable to me, remember I am 22+ years on death row, to 

befriend me is to risk another loss. That she would do so for me, for the benefit of a stranger, I 

see this as an extraordinary act of kindness. She will say there is nothing extraordinary about 

it. It seems many lifespark members believe that there is nothing special in befriending a 

circumstance, the far end of the spectrum. In our society we are 

disposable, despised, disregarded. You view us as human, give us opportunity to demonstrate 

our humanity, enable us to love. You people are special, you are exceptional, and I speak for 

I considered Ines a friend from the start, it was easy, as if it was supposed to be. Recently I 

enjoyed 3 days of visitation with her and I am left with the feeling that I am privileged to have 

friendship. I say “given” because I believe God has 

entrusted me with her friendship. I accept no other explanation for her presence in my life, 

I wonder if any writer could take up pen and convey any true sense of what friendship means 

to a man who has lived a life such as mine. I lived for a long time in the absence of love, now 

I have lived a long time in the presence of love. The difference is so great that it defies 

e this masterpiece of connection that 

would allow you to feel as I feel, but I cannot. Some things become so meaningful they 

transcend words. For me, friendship has become greater than words. I once described 

o be yourself without fear of judgment or 

ridicule. Just for a moment try to imagine how important any sort of freedom is to a man who 

 



YOU CAME INTO MY LIF

SHE REPRESENTS ONE LONE 

 

WHEN I THINK ON HOW 

MY PENPAL: I COME UP SHORT ON WORDS. SHE 

BEING A BLESSING TO ME. HER POSITIVE LIG

KEEP ME SANE AND STA

JUST ME KNOWING THAT

AND MERRIER TO KEEP STRIVING TO SEE HOW 

 

TO ME SHE REPRESENTS

BEING THAT EMPTY DAR

MYSELF AND REFLECT ON MY LIFE, SHE 

STEADY AND READY, WI

POSSIBLE. ON MY LOW DAYS I THINK ON HER 

STARS AND HEAVENS FO

TO 10 YEARS NOW THAT

FOR THAT I TRULY AM BLESSED AND HAVE NOT

SAY TO COMPARE TO HE

THAT LUMINUS LIGHT S

BE ABLE TO CONTRIBUT

SHE WOULD NEED FROM 

GREATLY, SOPHIA, FOR 

LONG AND LONELY JOUR
 

LARRY ESTRADA NR. 999259

TEXAS DEATH ROW 

13 YEARS ON THE ROW 
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YOU CAME INTO MY LIFE OUT OF THE BLUE

REPRESENTS ONE LONE CANDLE IN THE DARK R

 

WHEN I THINK ON HOW LUCKY AND BLESSED I AM TO HAVE SOPHIE AS

SHORT ON WORDS. SHE HAS BEEN AND KEEPS O

ME. HER POSITIVE LIGHT AND BRIGHT BEING 

KEEP ME SANE AND STABLE.  

JUST ME KNOWING THAT I HAVE HER ON MY SIDE MAKES ME LIGHTER 

STRIVING TO SEE HOW THINGS WILL BE FOR U

TO ME SHE REPRESENTS ONE LONE CANDLE IN THE DARK ROOM. ME 

BEING THAT EMPTY DARK AND GLOOMY ROOM, WHEN I LOOK INSIDE 

ECT ON MY LIFE, SHE STANDS THERE BURNING

STEADY AND READY, WILLING AND ABLE TO HELP ME IN ANY WAY 

DAYS I THINK ON HER AND GIVE THANKS TO T

STARS AND HEAVENS FOR PUTTING HER IN MY LIFE. IT HAS BEEN CL

TO 10 YEARS NOW THAT SHE HAS REMAINED FAITHFULLY AT

BLESSED AND HAVE NOT ENOUGH TO GIVE OR 

SAY TO COMPARE TO HER. SO, I ONLY ASK TO BE ABLE TO STAND BY 

THAT LUMINUS LIGHT SHE SHINES IN MY DARKNESS AND HOPEFULLY 

BE ABLE TO CONTRIBUTE SOME TYPE OF SHADE TO HER AND ANYTHING 

SHE WOULD NEED FROM OR DESIRE OF ME. IN CLOSING I THANK YOU 

 BEING MY FRIEND AND COMPANION ON THIS 

LONG AND LONELY JOURNEY WE FACE! GOD BLESS! 

NR. 999259 

 

E OUT OF THE BLUE 

CANDLE IN THE DARK ROOM 

AM TO HAVE SOPHIE AS 

HAS BEEN AND KEEPS ON 

HT AND BRIGHT BEING 

E MAKES ME LIGHTER 

THINGS WILL BE FOR US.  

HE DARK ROOM. ME 

HEN I LOOK INSIDE 

STANDS THERE BURNING 

LP ME IN ANY WAY 

AND GIVE THANKS TO THE 

LIFE. IT HAS BEEN CLOSE 

MAINED FAITHFULLY AT MY SIDE. 

ENOUGH TO GIVE OR 

BE ABLE TO STAND BY 

NESS AND HOPEFULLY 

AND ANYTHING 

CLOSING I THANK YOU 

COMPANION ON THIS 

 



“You came in

This here piece is dedicated to a “new” great friend! And although I’ve known you 
since Jan. 28th 2011, of this year. It seems like we’ve known each other for many of 
years!! ☺ 
 
Indeed you came into my life out of 
new and interested person whom wishes to share their love and friendship with 
myself and other here on Texas’ death row. Each new person is such a joyous 
experience, when a person from outside these walls w
with me. 
 
Although I can say this and I hope this analogy don’t upset the women in comparing 
such a thing here. But for me, as I’ve these two wonderful lifespark member friends 
by my side here, I can say for me, it’s like having 
there is exceptional joy, excitement indeed. But even the same joy repeats itself in its 
own way when that second, third child is born as well. That same love is still there.
 
Although it’s been less than a year of our f
wonderful experience to share letters, your photos of life for you daily, and the oh so 
beautiful surroundings of your beautiful country. Thank you my friend Tania, for 
bringing a spark of life into these walls of de
 
Thank you members of lifespark, and founder for such a wonderful idea that’s 
brought much joy and happiness from your own way of life there into my life here. As 
many new friends becomes members and they in turn brings that spark of
lifeless souls here. That spark of friendship is indeed in this great friend Tania …
 
There is a purpose for this encounter…
 
Sincerely,  
 
Willie Tyrone Trottie 999085, on death row in Texas
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“You came into my life out of the blue”
 

T-a-n-i-a 
 

This here piece is dedicated to a “new” great friend! And although I’ve known you 
2011, of this year. It seems like we’ve known each other for many of 

Indeed you came into my life out of the blue! It’s always so rejoicing to hear from a 
new and interested person whom wishes to share their love and friendship with 
myself and other here on Texas’ death row. Each new person is such a joyous 
experience, when a person from outside these walls wishes to share their lives

Although I can say this and I hope this analogy don’t upset the women in comparing 
such a thing here. But for me, as I’ve these two wonderful lifespark member friends 
by my side here, I can say for me, it’s like having children. When the first born comes 
there is exceptional joy, excitement indeed. But even the same joy repeats itself in its 
own way when that second, third child is born as well. That same love is still there.

Although it’s been less than a year of our friendship development, it’s been such a 
wonderful experience to share letters, your photos of life for you daily, and the oh so 
beautiful surroundings of your beautiful country. Thank you my friend Tania, for 
bringing a spark of life into these walls of death and lifeless here. 

Thank you members of lifespark, and founder for such a wonderful idea that’s 
brought much joy and happiness from your own way of life there into my life here. As 
many new friends becomes members and they in turn brings that spark of
lifeless souls here. That spark of friendship is indeed in this great friend Tania …

There is a purpose for this encounter… 

Willie Tyrone Trottie 999085, on death row in Texas 
 

 

 

to my life out of the blue” 

This here piece is dedicated to a “new” great friend! And although I’ve known you 
2011, of this year. It seems like we’ve known each other for many of 

the blue! It’s always so rejoicing to hear from a 
new and interested person whom wishes to share their love and friendship with 
myself and other here on Texas’ death row. Each new person is such a joyous 

ishes to share their lives 

Although I can say this and I hope this analogy don’t upset the women in comparing 
such a thing here. But for me, as I’ve these two wonderful lifespark member friends 

children. When the first born comes 
there is exceptional joy, excitement indeed. But even the same joy repeats itself in its 
own way when that second, third child is born as well. That same love is still there. 

riendship development, it’s been such a 
wonderful experience to share letters, your photos of life for you daily, and the oh so 
beautiful surroundings of your beautiful country. Thank you my friend Tania, for 

Thank you members of lifespark, and founder for such a wonderful idea that’s 
brought much joy and happiness from your own way of life there into my life here. As 
many new friends becomes members and they in turn brings that spark of life to 
lifeless souls here. That spark of friendship is indeed in this great friend Tania … 

 



„She came into my life out of the blue“
Not only is she a true frien

 

One night I received a letter out of the blue from someone that became someone 
very important in my life. They say that in life you only find five true friends and I can 
truly say that I only have four friends 
came to me out of the blue.
When there’s concrete wall around you and the ones who control your every move 
doesn’t treat you human you can get down at times but a friend like Moni will lift your 
chin and tell you that everything will be alright. She’s an amazing woman, a true 
friend. And I’m glad that she came into my life. I’m also grateful to her because she’s 
never judged me and allowed herself to get to know me for who I am. Not only is she 
a true friend she’s become my family.
To know that there is someone out there who cares about my wellbeing means the 
world to me and I have Life spark to thank for that. Having this great friend has truly 
sparked my life. Thanks. 
 
Tony, five years on death row in T
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„She came into my life out of the blue“
is she a true friend she’s become my family

 
ht I received a letter out of the blue from someone that became someone 

very important in my life. They say that in life you only find five true friends and I can 
truly say that I only have four friends to find after finding her. Well I didn’t find her she 
came to me out of the blue. 
When there’s concrete wall around you and the ones who control your every move 
doesn’t treat you human you can get down at times but a friend like Moni will lift your 

d tell you that everything will be alright. She’s an amazing woman, a true 
friend. And I’m glad that she came into my life. I’m also grateful to her because she’s 
never judged me and allowed herself to get to know me for who I am. Not only is she 

iend she’s become my family. 
To know that there is someone out there who cares about my wellbeing means the 
world to me and I have Life spark to thank for that. Having this great friend has truly 

Tony, five years on death row in Texas 
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very important in my life. They say that in life you only find five true friends and I can 

to find after finding her. Well I didn’t find her she 

When there’s concrete wall around you and the ones who control your every move 
doesn’t treat you human you can get down at times but a friend like Moni will lift your 

d tell you that everything will be alright. She’s an amazing woman, a true 
friend. And I’m glad that she came into my life. I’m also grateful to her because she’s 
never judged me and allowed herself to get to know me for who I am. Not only is she 

To know that there is someone out there who cares about my wellbeing means the 
world to me and I have Life spark to thank for that. Having this great friend has truly 

 



"You came in to my life out of the blue!"

We came into each other's li

 

 

This is dedicated to a wonderful woman/fr

this title above says, this person came into my life out of 

the blue. I'd like to say,, she, Romy, came into my life in 

the midst of my blues... after losing a dear fellowmate here 

on Texas' d/row, in which she was too a dear friend of him. We 

both shared a connection through this love. So I'd like to 

say, that we came into each other's lives, when we both were 

blue...(: 

 

I've been on Texas death row now going on (18) eighteen years! 

The past (11) eleven years I've been on this torturing unit, 

known as POLUNSKY UNIT. Romy has been a real life spark to me! 

That's helped me sustain my sanity 

love and support and most 

over the years here. 

 

Words can't express the true loving 

and holds deep within my heart for you, Romy. From the simple 

letters, that's lifted my heart, when days here was gloomy for 

losing yet another dear fellowman here, but even 

the new way of instant messages, "Jpay's", that allows the 

love from so far away, to quickly reach us here to bring the 

love from a far to close and near. 

 

You came into my life out of the blue! For God knew, that 

there was a lonely, hurting heart, that needed t

He said, go there, where there is a heart, ready to receive 

your love and give you love back. Thank you God and Romy, for 

coming into my life, when I was once blue! But the love within 

has been made surprisingly new, all 

YOU! 

 

Thank you, the founder/members of Lifespark...

 

Sincerely, 

 

Willie Tyrone Trottie #999085 
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"You came in to my life out of the blue!"

e came into each other's lives, when we both 

were blue... 

This is dedicated to a wonderful woman/friend/love. Although 

above says, this person came into my life out of 

the blue. I'd like to say,, she, Romy, came into my life in 

the midst of my blues... after losing a dear fellowmate here 

which she was too a dear friend of him. We 

both shared a connection through this love. So I'd like to 

say, that we came into each other's lives, when we both were 

I've been on Texas death row now going on (18) eighteen years! 

eleven years I've been on this torturing unit, 

known as POLUNSKY UNIT. Romy has been a real life spark to me! 

That's helped me sustain my sanity through her unconditional 

love and support and most beautiful visits, that we've shared 

over the years here.  

Words can't express the true loving friendship that

and holds deep within my heart for you, Romy. From the simple 

letters, that's lifted my heart, when days here was gloomy for 

losing yet another dear fellowman here, but even more so

way of instant messages, "Jpay's", that allows the 

love from so far away, to quickly reach us here to bring the 

love from a far to close and near.  

my life out of the blue! For God knew, that 

there was a lonely, hurting heart, that needed tender care and 

He said, go there, where there is a heart, ready to receive 

your love and give you love back. Thank you God and Romy, for 

coming into my life, when I was once blue! But the love within 

has been made surprisingly new, all because of you. YOU! 

Thank you, the founder/members of Lifespark... 

Willie Tyrone Trottie #999085  
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more so with 
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He said, go there, where there is a heart, ready to receive 

your love and give you love back. Thank you God and Romy, for 

coming into my life, when I was once blue! But the love within 

of you. YOU! THANK 

 


